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sometimes  impious   Achaian   chieftains   of  the   Iliad  are,
in their religious attitude,  on a level with the medieval
Norsemen among whom " the Godless " was a surname not
unknown.   Nor is impiety always punished ;   " Father Zeus,
thou art the most evil of all gods ! " cries Menelaos when
his sword breaks off short upon the helmet of Paris x ;   but
so far from being struck down by a thunderbolt on the spot,
he retains the divine favour and is destined even to escape
death and be translated to the Happy Isles, for fair-tressed
Helen's sake.2    " The best of omens is to fight for one's
country," snaps Hektor to the cautious Polydamas 3;   and
if the result this time is ultimately disaster, the disaster is
not so immediate as to point a moral, and Homer's sympathies
are obviously with the brave rather than with the prudent.
As we have said, it is impossible to apportion the credit
as between the Ionian poet and those Aryan chiefs who set
the tone for the ancestors of the Ionian race, and taught
men in a troubled age to rely on their own hands ;   but
even if most of the credit for the greatness of the Greek epic
belongs to one man, Homer, living in the ninth century,
still a share of it is due to his audience, and to the heredity
and social environment that produced both audience and
poet.    If Archilochos and Hipponax allude respectfully to
such feasts as the Thesmophoria 4 and Thargelia,5 matters
in which Homer displays no interest, still the general attitude
of the Ionian poets towards the received religion is what
might be expected of Homer's successors—the successors
of the poet whose gods have all the weaknesses of anthropo-
morphism, and whose chief religious rite is the cheerful and
simple Greek sacrifice, the sharing with the deity of a meal.
The lonians had an advantage over their cousins west
of the Aegean in that they lay nearer to the eastern lands
which, though not unaffected by the migrations, had preserved
a higher level of material civilization. Nevertheless there
must have been a time at first., about the tenth century,
when for sheer discouragement—the sense of loss that is
1 II iii, 365.	» Od. iv, 561 fl.	* II. xii, 243.
* Frag. 119, Diehl (from A.'s lobakchoi).	* Frag. 40, Diehl.

